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About This Content

The Oliver Master Thief Character contains a Master Thief skin based on well-known literary character Oliver Twist.
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Title: Antihero Oliver Character
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Tim Conkling
Publisher:
Versus Evil
Release Date: 29 Aug, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or later

Processor: Core i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated video (Intel HD 4000 or later), 1 GB shared memory

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Display: 1280 x 720
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I really liked this skin, however it is somewhat disapointing that they use the same voice lines for lightfinguer instead of the
urchin lines. oliver is a child not an adult, so it makes no sense for him to talk like an adult. until they either make olivers own
lines or change his lines to the urchin lines I will maintain this negative review.. I really liked this skin, however it is somewhat
disapointing that they use the same voice lines for lightfinguer instead of the urchin lines. oliver is a child not an adult, so it
makes no sense for him to talk like an adult. until they either make olivers own lines or change his lines to the urchin lines I will
maintain this negative review.. I really liked this skin, however it is somewhat disapointing that they use the same voice lines for
lightfinguer instead of the urchin lines. oliver is a child not an adult, so it makes no sense for him to talk like an adult. until they
either make olivers own lines or change his lines to the urchin lines I will maintain this negative review.
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